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\section*{Abstract}

Post-processing large datasets efficiently in parallel requires good load balancing of geometry supplied to the visualization pipeline. When datasets are not pre-partitioned or cannot be read back from simulation output in well controlled pieces, it is necessary to perform a partitioning step before certain algorithms may be applied. Spatially sensitive operations such as resampling, smoothing or certain field advection/stencil algorithms require datasets/meshes to be contiguous and provide ghost cells so that artefacts do not occur at process boundaries where discontinuities occur.

This paper presents an integration of the mesh partitioning library Zoltan, into the Visualization Toolkit framework, VTK and the parallel visualization tool ParaView. The implementation allows seamless generation of well partitioned datasets using a user provided weighting and a selection of ghost cell generation options. The algorithms, and results obtained with the partitioning classes are presented with representative use cases that show an order of magnitude increase in performance compared to the off-the-shelf partitioning available previously, improving performance and reducing memory consumption/duplication.

\section{Introduction and Motivation}

The process of generating partitioned meshes in distributed applications is conceptually straightforward, though, in practice it can be difficult to do it efficiently and correctly, and for this reason, a number of dedicated partitioning packages exist that are widely used in the scientific community to create suitable data inputs for solvers \cite{KK97,CP08}. In the field of visualization however, little attention has been paid to the process of efficiently generating clean, well partitioned meshes from data that has not been stored or prepared in advance in partitioned form. The two most widely used \emph{off the shelf} visualization tools that specialize in parallel/distributed operation, ParaView \cite{Hen05} and VisIt \cite{CBW12}, provide their own utilities for partitioning and/or ghost cell generation, but they do not perform as well as tools designed and optimized specifically for the job (as we will show) and they do not provide as rich a set of options for customization as specialized tools do. In fact, although ParaView supports partitioning of data at runtime with generation of ghost cells, VisIt only supports generation of ghost cells from data that is loaded in partitioned form already.

Pipelines of the kind shown in figure 1, where load balancing is performed more than once, are particularly troublesome – in ParaView they are inefficient (particularly so with time dependent data on static meshes) and in VisIt they are not possible at all. One motivating example of a use case for such a pipeline is the selection of a region from a particle dataset (leaving data on a subset of processors and others empty), followed by an operation such as resampling that requires significant computation. In this case, the secondary filters will operate only on processors holding data whilst the empty ones go unused, wasting processing resources. Redistributing data a second time before performing the resampling allows all processors to participate in the calculation.

To further improve load-balancing, we wish to support the weighting of data according to some user defined field (such as the mass or volume of particles).
Although the pipeline represented by figure 1 might seem uncommon, a second/final partitioning step is in fact added invisibly and automatically by ParaView when transparent rendering of geometry is enabled. The reason for this is that for correct alpha blending of geometry, it is necessary to sort objects according to their distance from the camera (the painter’s algorithm [FvDFH90]) and when compositing scenes in parallel using a sort-last algorithm [MCEF94] one must ensure that regions from different processors do not intersect to avoid artefacts. A final partitioning step is therefore performed by the rendering engine to ensure that images are correct.

The generation of ghost cells to ensure that gaps between scenes in parallel using a 
the painter’s algorithm [FvDFH90]) and when compositing scenes in parallel using a sort-last algorithm [MCEF94] one must ensure that regions from different processors do not intersect to avoid artefacts. A final partitioning step is therefore performed by the rendering engine to ensure that images are correct.

The contributions of this work are VTK filters that:

- Improve the efficiency of partitioning by integrating a dedicated tool into the pipeline.
- Add the ability to provide weighting of nodes to modify the load balancing step.
- Extend pipeline metadata to bypass unnecessary render driven partitioning operations.
- Reduce memory usage by handling polygonal dataset types as well as general unstructured grids.
- Provide simple ghost particle and cell generation for arbitrary cell types using a single pass bounding box tests only.
- Improve time dependent partitioning of static dataset by caching MPI send information for subsequent time steps.

2 Related Work

In the VTK library the workhorse of data partitioning is the \texttt{vtkDistributedDataFilter} (known as the D3 filter, for \textit{distributed data decomposition}) which takes datasets of unstructured type (\texttt{vtkPolyData} or \texttt{vtkUnstructuredGrid}, see \cite{SML98} for further information about VTK dataset types) and outputs data of type \texttt{vtkUnstructuredGrid} only. The class performs an MPI distributed Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) algorithm on the input data and redistributes points/cells based on the algorithm described in \cite{BB87}, which is also used by the Zoltan \cite{BDH07, DBH02} library itself (with some improvements). The algorithm is a spatial subdivision of the dataset in parallel with the emphasis being on generating a well balanced tree that minimizes communication costs. This differs from single node spatial decomposition where the emphasis is usually on producing a structure that enables quick location of an individual cell such as in \cite{GJ10} or by using standard BSP or OctTrees. The performance of the D3 filter is...
generally acceptable when no other options exist, but compared to modern well maintained libraries it compares badly and lacks features that are available in dedicated partitioning tools. There are several other widely used partitioning libraries available other than Zoltan, most notably, ParMETIS [KK97] and PT-Scotch [CP08], these tools are principally designed for graph/hypergraph partitioning and use a dual-graph representation of a mesh minimizing the cost of edge cuts representing communication between nodes. For the purposes of visualization, it is less important to minimize communication (between cells across process boundaries) as the algorithms are different from those in the solvers and for the most part we are visualizing/analyzing lower order (polygonal or tetrahedral) cells and the cost function of interest is simply a function of the number of cells/vertices in the algorithms used during post processing. It is therefore acceptable to partition the vertices of the mesh directly and consider the cells as additional properties to be carried along with data migration.

Zoltan was selected because it provides a geometric RCB partitioner and an API that is well suited to integration into toolkits like VTK. Zoltan operates by providing user defined callbacks to pass in the data to be partitioned, and once the partitioning is complete, further callbacks to pack individual elements into buffers so that they can be migrated to their destination process. This lends itself to the structure of VTK datasets where points, point fields, cells and cell fields are all stored in separate structures which must be traversed in order to pack data for sending. An additional consideration is that Zoltan provides an interface to both the METIS and Scotch libraries so that they can be used if the functionality were ever to be extended to graph partitioning (VTK supports datasets of type vtkTable and vtkGraph that are not currently supported, but could be included in some future implementation).

Ghost cells in VTK can be generated during partitioning by the D3 filter, however if a dataset is pre-partitioned by a reader/source, the filter vtkUnstructuredGrid-GhostCellsGenerator can be used to perform an extraction of bounding cells on each process and distribute them accordingly (but only for unstructured grids). In VisIt, a much more complex and comprehensive method of representing AMR, multi-block or multi-piece datasets exists, in the form of a Subset Inclusion Lattice (SIL) data structure that encodes the relationships between data blocks/pieces in the form of a graph/tree structure (see [BP99] for a further explanation), this allows a dedicated ghost generation filter to walk the tree of datasets and efficiently extract exactly the cells necessary for each adjoining dataset block to make up the missing data it requires for interpolation between blocks, though this can only be done for datasets that contain the SIL information (provided usually by the parallel reader).

Recent work in [HWB+15] describes an algorithm for computing connected components in parallel by using a union-find algorithm on the cells of interest for each of the distributed pieces and then combining this information to build a final set of connectivities. They describe both partitioning and ghost cell generation, but do not provide a general purpose implementation that can be reused for other filters. In their connected components implementation, ghost cells are used to identify those cells on the edges that abut other processes so that pieces overlapping boundaries can be matched up to test for connectivity. It is essential in this algorithm that cell Ids match across processes (global Ids) otherwise the same cell on two processes will be flagged as two different cells and a connected piece will be lost. Other algorithms (such as resampling operations) are generally indifferent to the presence of global Ids (cell or vertex) and so it is not always necessary to generate them.

It is worth noting that structured grids are not considered in this paper; the regular nature of grids makes ghost cell generation a trivial operation as one can find boundary cells and neighbouring ones by direct lookup. For out of core generation of structured grid ghost cells during streaming, the reader is referred to [ILC10] and for an excellent demonstration of the generation and use of ghost cells from AMR structured grids to generate crack free isosurfaces see [WCM12].

As previously mentioned, parallel sort-first compositing (with transparency) requires front to back sorting of data both locally on a node, and when compositing images from each renderer. The process is the same as that for traversing a BSP tree (see [GC91]) to perform hidden surface removal and is used by IceT [MKPH11], the engine responsible for combining images from render-nodes in ParaView. Zoltan provides a mechanism to query the BSP cuts made during partitioning and IceT provides a mechanism to pass in the BSP tree for ordering the compositing operations. We make use of these facilities to direct ParaView’s rendering: an early version of the implementation described in this paper was used in [HBB+13] to compare the performance of transparent parallel rendering in ParaView with a custom rendering tool on large neuron datasets of polygonal meshes, however no treatment of ghost cells was possible (or necessary) and only a single datatype was handled by the software. Another use case for large scale transparent rendering comes from the Astrophysics community where large particle datasets are rendered using a photorealistic rayrace/splat algorithm such as found in [IKR+10]. The algorithm used assumes that gaseous absorption and emission are equal which simplifies the blending operation to make it associative and therefore particles may be composited out of order. To correctly model gaseous absorption (dust clouds etc), particles need to be sorted, not just on a node, but across nodes. Currently no large scale renderers correctly implement absorption and it is a motivating example for future use of this work.

The Zoltan2 library, a rewritten C++ implementation of Zoltan contains new algorithms such as the Multi-Jagged (MJ) partitioner that has even better scalability and performance (see [DRDC16]) than the RCB algorithm and we
provide options to select/use this algorithm. Unfortunately, Zoltan2 does not provide a method (at the time of writing) to expose the BSP tree cuts and so we cannot use the MJ implementation when compositing transparent renderings and it has not therefore been included in this paper. An alternative method for compositing transparent images in parallel would be a distributed implementation of a fragment sorting depth peel algorithm such as the one in [LWXW09], but to date this has not been attempted as the network traffic would be prohibitive for complex scenes.

3 Mesh Partitioning with Zoltan

Partitioning using Zoltan is broken into a sequence of operations as follows (ignoring ghost cells for the time being):

1. Passing a description of geometry to Zoltan
2. Executing the domain decomposition/partitioning algorithm by calling _LB_Partition
3. Migrating data from the source to destination nodes according to the information returned by the partitioning step

where the migration step may be performed by Zoltan automatically and immediately after partitioning, or manually by the user (by calling _Migrate). It is important to note that the partitioning (step 2) does not transfer any of the user’s data between nodes (other than that required for the computation of the domain decomposition itself). Data transfer only takes place during the migration step using lists of objects (vertices/cells/other) that are to be exchanged between processors.

Although VTK consists of many dataset types, we are concerned here only with polygonal and unstructured grids, a special case of which is particle data, since it contains only 0 dimensional points and may be held in vtkPolyData or vtkUnstructuredGrid container datasets. A specialized vtkParticlePartitionGridFilter has therefore been created to handle data of this kind - the method for particle partitioning is presented first and then generalized to other cell types.

3.1 Particle Partitioning

When no ghost particles are required, the steps involved are as outlined in 1-3 above, with the result of the partition information coming in the form of a pair of lists (on each process), one containing the point Ids that need to be exported from the process, the other being the destination rank for each of the aforementioned Ids. Given this pair of export lists [Ids, Ranks], Zoltan provides a convenience function _Invert_Lists, a collective operation that must be called by all processes that takes the export list pair from each process and generates a count of the inverse operation, how many Ids will be received by each node. On completion of this call, each rank knows not only how many Ids it will export but also how many it will import, making it possible to correctly allocate the right amount of space for the final set of points on each node, a crucial optimization that improves performance and memory use.

3.1.1 Ghost Particles

The pair of export lists returned from _LB_Partition does not have to be passed to _Invert_Lists directly, or indeed at all, the user is free to create completely new lists and use them instead. This provides an opportunity to insert new steps between steps 2 and 3 to locate ghost particles and modify the export lists before inverting them and migrating data. Resampling/interpolating particle data to produce contours as shown in figure 2 requires neighbour lists that include ghost particles for smooth boundaries between processors. The thickness of the ghost region may be determined from some property such as the Kernel size in the case of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) data, and the RCB bounding boxes for each partition are available after the _LB_Partition step completes, so one can easily add the desired ghost layer thickness to each process bounds to find the region in which ghost particles must be identified.

The following (straightforward) algorithm is used to identify ghosts and track ownership of points. An important point being that each point should be owned by one rank only and exist as a ghost on any others it intersects the (bounds + halo) region of.

Algorithm 1 iterates over all points that are on the current process and tests them against the bounding boxes of other processes using a BSP locator built from the halo regions of each process, if they lie inside the halo region of another process (or processes) and have not already been marked as belonging to the remote process during _LB_Partition, they must be ghosts for that rank. If they are flagged as ghosts, but were not previously marked as belonging to this rank, then they must be added to a list of local points to keep (as well as send). The total space required for all points is given by

\[ N_{\text{Final}} = N_{\text{Original}} + N_{\text{Import}} - (N_{\text{UniqueExport}} - N_{\text{Keep}}), \]

where \( N_{\text{UniqueExport}} \) is given by the sum of the number of points designated for export by Zoltan and those flagged as ghost exports – after duplicate Ids have been removed – since a point exported as a ghost to multiple processes and/or exported to be owned by another must only be counted once. Once the total space required is known, it can be allocated, then points to keep are copied into their new output locations and _Migrate can be called using the space offset by the kept points and using the export list created by combining the original partition and the new ghost assignments. Before exchanging data one must ensure that any processes with 0 points have arrays setup for receiving field data, so an extra
Input: ExportList: List of exports {Ids, Ranks}
Output: GhostList: List of exports ghost {Ids, Ranks}
Output: LocalIdsToKeep: List of Ids marked for export, but also to be kept locally

\[ \text{idToProcessList} \leftarrow \{ \text{myRank, myRank, myRank} \ldots \} \]

\begin{verbatim}
foreach \{Id, Rank\} in ExportList do
    IdToProcessList[Id] \leftarrow Rank
end

foreach Rank \neq \text{myRank} do
    
    HaloBox \leftarrow \text{Inflate} (\text{PartitionBox, GhostSize})
end
end

Build BSP tree from Halo Boxes

foreach \{Point, Id\} do
    foreach Rank with Overlaps (Point, HaloBox) do
        if IdToProcessList[Id] \neq \text{Rank} then
            GhostList \leftarrow \text{Add} \{\text{Id, Rank}\}
            if IdToProcessList[Id] = \text{myRank} then
                LocalIdsToKeep \leftarrow Id
            end
        end
    end
end
end
\end{verbatim}

Algorithm 1: Identifying ghost points and points to keep. Note that the \textit{foreach} loop orders can be swapped for better cache coherency.

Figure 2: Resampled and contoured SPH particle dataset with bounding boxes of process regions shown. Crack free contours between processes are ensured by setting the ghost region overlap to the SPH kernel size.

\textbf{AllGather} is performed for this initialization. Field data array pointers are then cached so that Pack and Unpack operations triggered by the Zoltan callbacks during migration are efficient.

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show results of partitioning with and without ghost particles enabled – blue ghost points around the centre of 3 (b) must be marked as \textbf{DUPLICATEPOINT} on all ranks that have copies as a ghost and be unmarked on the rank that \textit{owns} it. (Implementation note: points are marked as ghosts prior to sending (where applicable), and then unmarked afterwards if they are \textit{owned} by the sending process). The implementation of algorithm 1 guarantees that every point will appear once and only once as a non ghost and \(N - 1\) times as a ghost or duplicate point – providing points are unique on the input. If duplicated points are present in the input, they will be passed through (the exception being points already marked as ghosts on the input which can be dropped).

Figure 3 (c) shows the result of partitioning a uniform distribution of particles when a user supplied weight array is specified. This requires no additional logic in the filter, passing an extra pointer to \_LB_Partition is sufficient; the returned \textit{export} lists and bounding boxes) reflect the weighted partition and the effects are propagated through automatically. Providing weights via a user supplied field allows finer control of load balancing and can be used to place fewer large particles and more smaller ones per process (or vice versa).

3.2 Cell Partitioning

Partitioning of meshed datasets follows the same basic outline as for particle data with the major difference being that after points have been partitioned cells that are made up from them must be distributed. Cells along process boundaries may have their vertices assigned to multiple processes but must be \textit{owned} by one and only one and if necessary, duplicated as ghosts on other processes. Fortunately, any cell whose vertices belonging to multiple ranks must be a boundary cell by definition which makes the task of identifying them straightforward.

A simple classification of cells can be made based on the partition assignments of their points

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textbf{Local}: All cell points remain on the local process
    \item \textbf{Remote}: All points assigned to a single remote process
    \item \textbf{Split}: One (or more) local, rest on remote process(es)
    \item \textbf{Scattered}: All remote, on multiple processes
\end{itemize}

This classification is used to help decide which process should \textit{own} the cell and if it needs to be exported. Cells of type \textbf{Local} are not exported whilst \textbf{Remote} cells must...
be, with no additional checks for either necessary. Cells that are Split can either be exported or kept – but if kept, any points marked for export must be added to a list of points to keep and if exported any points marked as local must be marked for export too – otherwise the cell will be incomplete on the receiving (owning) process. Likewise, cells of type Scattered must have all points sent to the receiving process (not just those already marked for the destination). Note that points that are unused when a cell is sent to one process but other points go elsewhere cannot be dropped completely as they will be part of a neighbouring cell.

Cell ownership produces subtle differences that can normally be ignored, but might be of interest, particularly if ghost cells are unwanted for some reason (many existing algorithms in VTK do not correctly handle ghost cells/points and their presence can affect results). The effects of cell ownership possibilities can be seen in figure 4 and are:

- **First**: The process that owns the first point
- **Most**: The process owning the most points
- **Centroid**: The process overlapping the cell centroid

![Figure 4: Cell ownership assignment. The choice of mode produces subtle effects which can usually be ignored, but might be desirable in certain circumstances.](image)

Usually assigning the cell ownership based on the first point produces a somewhat random ownership of boundary cells, but as can be seen in figure 4 (a), when data comes from a structured source, it can give a good distribution. Assignment based on centroid is the default mode of operation.

Assignment of cells for export from their points is outlined in algorithm 2. Using this algorithm, tracking the assignment of points and cells in a single pass through the cell list is possible. This makes it possible to build up the final allocation of all points and cells in one go prior to migration – though the algorithm does require a considerable number of internal flags to note if a cell is being kept/sent or both and checks to ensure that all points belonging to all cells are sent where they belong.

### 3.3 Ghost Cell Generation

Extending algorithm 2 to handle ghost cells varies slightly depending on the ghost cell mode selected. The types that are available are:

- **None**: no ghost cells are generated
- **Boundary**: cells that are Split or Scattered must straddle a boundary and be copied on all processes that share the points.

**Input**: ExportPoints: List of exports {Ids, Ranks}

**Input**: BoundaryMode: enum {First, Most, Centroid}

**Output**: ExportCells: List of exports {Ids, Ranks}

**Output**: LocalPointsToKeep: Points for export, but also keep

```plaintext
// PointDest is process owning point Id
Setup IdToProcessList as in algorithm 1
foreach Cell do
  PointProcessCount ← Count points per process
  // cell local/remote/split/scattered
  CellType ← Classify (Cell, PointProcessCount)
  // which process will own cell
  CellDest ← Assign (Cell, BoundaryMode)
  Mark cell for export to CellDest
  foreach Point in Cell do
    if PointDest ≠ CellDest then
      Mark point for export to CellDest
      if PointDest = LocalRank then
        Mark point for keep
      end
    end
    if CellType SPLIT or SCATTERED then
      foreach Rank in PointProcessCount do
        Mark point for export to Rank
        Mark cell for export to Rank
        if CellDest = LocalRank then
          Mark cell for keep
        end
      end
    end
  end
end
// for point and cell export/keep lists
Remove duplicates {Id, Ranks} from export list
Remove duplicates from keep list
```

**Algorithm 2**: Algorithm for distributing Cells and their points from the export lists supplied by partitioning. The bookkeeping of points to send and keep is rather complex and simplified here to the main concept: all points for exported cells must be marked and any shared by cells not exported must have copies kept

- **BoundingBox**: The cell is copied to all processes whose Halo region overlaps the cell.

Note again that like points, cells are owned by one and only one process and copies are sent to others as ghosts where they are marked as DUPLICATECELL. When Boundary mode is selected, only cells of type Split or Scattered need to be flagged as ghosts, but only on the processes that are not receiving the cell already. Since these cell types are already handled by algorithm 2 there is just one extra check to make a copy of the cell on any processes not yet receiving it.

For BoundingBox mode, things are more complicated. For each rank, we inflate the bounds by an amount equal...
to the requested halo size and must then test all cells against the bounds (since we do not know how large the halos might be – though usually of the order of the maximum cell size). To accelerate this process, as before, we use a BSP locator created from the halo bounds of each rank and then classify cells as ghosts if they overlap a rank bounds and are not already destined for that rank (as they might be due for migration anyway as non ghost cells of type Remote). As can be seen in figure 5 (a), large halo regions can lead to the same cells being sent to several processes. All points of each ghost cell must be flagged for sending (or keeping) to all overlapping ranks in order to build up the final export list. However it is possible to do this in a single pass through of all the cells. The advantage of this approach is that all point exchanges can be done in one migration step and then all cells in a second. This is not the case for a true neighbour based ghost exchange as neighbour cells may originate on different processes and there is no way of knowing which are truly neighbours until a first exchange of points or global Ids has taken place and comparisons made. Figure 5 illustrates a range of dataset types and ghost cell options that can be handled by the implementation. The algorithm/implementation guarantees that if the input data has no duplicated cells, then each cell will appear once and only once in the output as a normal cell and \(N - 1\) times as a ghost (where \(N\) represents the number of halo regions overlapping the cell). Points may be duplicated in the output if they come from different ranks as we make no comparison of global Ids. When this matters, then the Mesh partition filter may have ghost cells disabled and the VTK ghost cell generator may be used (see section 5.3).

4 Pipeline Extensions

The pipeline mechanism of VTK allows filters to add meta-data to the outputs they produce and to request it from data they consume (see [BGMT07] for more information). When the rendering engine composites images from parallel sources, it must sort them from back to front. For structured grids, the sort order is known and internally, VTK/ParaView creates a KdTree object to represent the spatial arrangement of the pieces. For unstructured data, a distribution phase is used to generate the KdTree on demand, but if the tree is already known it could be used if the information was available to the renderer. The particle and mesh partition filters both inherit from a ZoltanBasePartitionFilter and this adds an information key to the data output which holds a vtkBoundsExtentTranslator object that is passed downstream (refer to figure 1). The Bounds translator holds a reference to the KdTree generated from information provided by Zoltan and the translator also provides a mechanism to compute structured indices from the bounding boxes of each piece of data (this can for example be used by a resampling filter to compute the correct structured dimensions of a piece when each piece is a different size). By modifying the vtkGeometryRepresentation class (that is responsible for rendering unstructured data) to look for a Bounds translator, we can detect when data has been partitioned upstream and bypass the domain decomposition step, passing the KdTree directly to the rendering engine.

4.1 Time Dependent Data

When animating scalar/vector fields on a dataset that has fixed geometry (such as the neuron circuit described below), the pipeline will update all filters that receive modified datasets. This includes partitioning filters – both user added and those from the rendering stage. The abstraction of the partition filter to make use of zoltan \_Migrate for point/cell migration steps makes it easy to cache the final export lists in the partition filter and uses these to resend field arrays on timesteps without recomputing the main partition. In section 5.2 we show the benefits of this and the use of KdTree information to accelerate rendering.

5 Performance

To test the performance of the new vtkParticlePartitionFilter (PPF) and vtkMeshPartitionFilter (MPF), comparisons are made with the D3 filter from VTK and the vtkUnstructuredGridGhostCellsGenerator (vUGGCG). As we are principally interested in the raw performance (ignoring multithreading optimizations
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and network effects), all tests have been run as single threaded single rank per node processes (the Zoltan2 version of the new filters supports multi-threading but this has not been included here).

5.1 Strong-Scaling : Particles

Figure 6 shows the time taken to partition a series of particle datasets ranging from 61MB to 245GB. The difference in performance between the PPF and D3 is obvious. Unfortunately, results for D3 are missing for a number of test combinations due to failures and timeouts of the filter (undiagnosed). The PPF was unable to partition the largest datasets on smaller node counts, but other than that completed virtually all tests in times that are an order of magnitude faster than the D3 filter. Note also that the PPF filter supports ghost particles where D3 does not.

Figure 7: 5K neuron circuit of $10^9$ triangles rendered with transparency on 1024 cores.

Figure 8: Render time for transparent surface geometry extracted from a distributed dataset of $10^9$ hexahedra triangulated (per node) and then shrunk to produce $6 \times 10^9$ disconnected tetrahedra. The MPF passes KdTree information to the renderer and avoids an additional partitioning step.

5.2 Mesh Partitioning and Rendering

A comparison of the D3 and MPF yields results that are the same as for D3/PPF with the MPF outperforming D3 by a significant margin. Rather than present a similar graph, we instead present timings of a render pipeline that is motivated by the use case illustrated by figure 7. This image shows a neuron circuit of 5K cells comprising $10^9$ triangles with a very high depth complexity as the neurons form a dense
interwoven mesh. Visualizing fields in the centre is made simpler by controlling the transparency of uninteresting items that should be hidden. A pipeline that mimics this workflow is as follows

\[
\text{Wavelet} \rightarrow \text{Tetrahedralize} \rightarrow \text{Partition} \rightarrow \text{Shrink} \rightarrow \text{Render}
\]

with transparency enabled for the final render stage. The Wavelet source generates structured image data of arbitrary dimension in parallel, passing this through Tetrahedralize converts the data to an unstructured grid (with 6 times as many cells), the Partition filter redistributes the cells in parallel as we would do after reading a mesh/dataset from file. A Shrink filter is added to separate the cells so that the final render stage has many surface polygons to handle. Enabling transparency causes the render pipeline to redistribute data a second time if necessary. We can control the number of cells by varying the resolution of the wavelet source.

Figure 8 shows the time to partition and render the wavelet using the MPF and D3 filters. The MPF filter partitions the largesets (2048 * 100^3) in a few seconds, passes the KdTree downstream and rendering takes slightly longer. The D3 filter takes several minutes to perform the same actions – for 1024 nodes the first partition time is 30 seconds, but after the shrink filter operates, the second partition takes around 2 minutes. Even though the Shrink filter occurs after partitioning, this does not invalidate the decomposition and the renderer could still use the KdTree. We can generalize this by saying that any filter that does not alter the domain decomposition (i.e. most filters in VTK) can pass the KdTree downstream without invalidating the decomposition and triggering a re-execution of the MPF/PPF filters.

Figure 9 shows the peak memory usage on a node during the render benchmark of figure 8. Whereas the MPF pipeline uses almost constant memory per node as the job size increases (but data size per node remains constant), the D3 pipeline memory usage grows quickly as the job size increases. At 1024 nodes the memory use is 4 times larger for D3 than MPF and at 2048 nodes, the D3 filter is unable to operate. It is clear that the MPF pipeline not only operates faster but can handle much larger datasets.

When combining the KdTree information optimization with caching of export lists for time dependent field data, the time to animate the neuron models was reduced from over 3 minutes per time step to under 5 seconds as scalar values change.

5.3 Ghost Generation

In order to benchmark the ghost cell generation a pipeline of

\[
\text{Wavelet} \rightarrow \text{Tetrahedralize} \rightarrow \text{Partition} \rightarrow \text{Shrink} \rightarrow \text{Render}
\]

with ghost cells enabled using BoundingBox mode in MPF, and

\[
\text{Wavelet} \rightarrow \text{Tetrahedralize} \rightarrow \text{Partition} \rightarrow \text{vUGGCG}
\]

with ghost cells disabled in MPF, but ghost cells generated instead by the standard VTK ghost cell generator. We time

Figure 9: Peak memory use per node during rendering surface geometry described in figure 8

the MPF when generating ghosts and again when not generating them and use the difference as a reasonable approximation to the ghost cell time (since the ghost cells are generated and exchanged during the migration step, separating out the times exactly is not possible).

The results in figure 10 show that the VTK ghost cell filter performs extremely well, generating ghosts for 6 * 2048 * 100^3 nodes in seconds and the MPF filter taking roughly half the time. The VTK ghost cell filter performs point merging of duplicated points and is therefore expected to take longer. Importantly, we see here that it is quite possible to mix the two classes and benefit from both fast partitioning and robust ghost cells when needed.

Figure 10: Comparison of ghost exchange times using MPF BoundingBox method and ParaView’s dedicated GhostCellsFilter on 6*100^3 tetrahedra per node.

6 Conclusion

The partitioning software presented improves performance compared to the existing VTK implementation by an order of magnitude for all cases of dataset partitioning, reduces memory use by preserving polygonal datatypes as well as unstructured grids and adds support for particle datasets with ghosts. Time dependent dataset processing can be significantly accelerated and datasets of large size
that were not previously possible to visualize with transparency can now be handled with relative ease. The filters described in this work may be integrated with any existing packages that make use of parallel VTK and enable better load-balancing for arbitrary pipelines. A fast ghost cell generation algorithm has been presented that handles all unstructured cell types and the partitioning can interoperate with the more robust existing ghost cell implementations when required. The software developed is made freely available under a permissive Open Source license.

Software

The software described in this paper is available for download from https://github.com/biddiscome/pv-zoltan.
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